Dear Members of the Adhoc Group and Observers
You are kindly invited to be present and contribute to discussion on

- **Report from Coordinator / calendar of next Meetings** in 2017

- **Report and updates from Members**
  Contributions to the Document for Partnership UNIT on decentralized participation to RC on 2018;
  - CFS Forum on Women Sept.25 - pre and post Sessions (report requested to Luka Vukadinovic or CSM secretariat OEWG on women)

- **Online Registration to CFS** (9-13 October)

**At 12:00** Listen to professor G:Banti and prof. Alessandra de Chiara from the University of Naples (l’Orientale) conc. International Programs with FAO (tbc)

- **AoB**

Please confirm your presence ONLY at mail@ahgingos.org.
The participation of all the AHG members also through mails or documents is welcomed. Thank you

Cristina Gorajski - AHG Coordinator –
+39 3481204886

**useful Links**